Three of the finest chant CDs have been released by Gloriæ Dei Cantores...be transported to a timeless place of eternal beauty.
—KANSAS CITY STAR

The chant was never designed to be a museum piece...but a living expression of a living and vibrant faith, and one hears this in every syllable of the Cantores’ singing.
—AMERICAN RECORD GUIDE (THE CHANTS OF ANGELS)

“This is yet another superb production from a source that sets the example time and time again. Do delve into the clear, cool waters of Gregorian chant – this is a perfect place to start.”
—AUDIOPHILE AUDITION (THE CHANTS OF MARY)

Gloriae Dei Cantores Schola has been praised by the New York Times for “expert renditions of Gregorian Chant” and “excellence of interpretation” by Fanfare Magazine. Their daily singing of Gregorian chant brings this vibrant and living form of sung prayer to life in these three stunning SACDs. These ancient chants still speak volumes today in this essential collection by the Schola.